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2
by negative acceleration in the FIGS. 5–7), results in a
change from an understeer condition (i.e., an increase in
turning radius), to an increasingly severe oversteer condition
(i.e., a decrease in turning radius), with increased vehicle
Speed.
Although the prior art has recognized that longitudinal

BRAKE CONTROLLING SYSTEM

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets

appears in the

original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions
made by reissue.

forces as well as lateral forces affect the vehicle motion

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to an apparatus
and method for controlling vehicle motion. More
Specifically, the invention relates to an apparatus for improv
ing vehicle Stability by controlling the brake torque of a
vehicle during, for example, cornering.
During vehicle motion Such as cornering, both longitudi

nal forces (i.e., front to back) and lateral forces (i.e., Side to
side) influence the lateral and longitudinal behavior of the

vehicle, as noted in the article “A Study On Vehicle Turning
Behavior in Acceleration and in Braking”, SAE Technical
Paper No. 852184, pages 75-86, by Masato Abe which is
hereby incorporated by reference. As further noted in the
article, complicated equations of motion are involved in
describing the combined lateral and longitudinal behavior of
the vehicle, because many of the Steady State equilibrium
conditions which may exist during a constant Speed mode of
operation might not exist during vehicle braking or accel

during cornering, there is a need to provide a vehicle motion
control System which will actually compensate for the lateral
forces that detrimentally influence vehicle stability during
the course of vehicle motion.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
15

In accordance with the invention, Vehicle motion is con

trolled through the use of a brake controlling System which
compensates for the influence of lateral forces on the
vehicle.

25

eration.

The varying longitudinal forces which affect vehicle
Stability during braking or acceleration have a tendency to
cause the rear wheels of a vehicle to lock during braking due
to a varying decrease in the rear wheel load. In order to
prevent this rear wheel lock from occurring, Some prior art
brake control Systems include a proportioning valve to
adjust the amount of braking in proportion to the longitu
dinally changing loads of the front of the vehicle relative to
the back of the vehicle.

Although the use of Such a proportioning valve helps to
prevent rear wheel lock from occurring during braking due
to longitudinally changing load forces, it does not Suffi
ciently adjust the braking action at the vehicle wheels to
compensate for vehicle load changes that are due to lateral,
i.e., Side to Side, forces. When a vehicle is undergoing a
cornering maneuver, for example, there is not only a longi
tudinal load shift in a tangential direction to the vehicle's
path of motion, but there is also a lateral load shift in a
direction which is normal to the vehicle's path of motion.
Such a lateral load shift is transferred, for example, from the
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radius of curvature, and into an OverSteer or an understeer
condition.

In the aforementioned article by Masato Abe, a study of
the affect of acceleration and braking on vehicle turning
behavior is presented. In this study, equilibrium equations of
vehicle motion for constant lateral and longitudinal accel
erations which describe the vehicle turning behavior during
acceleration and braking are developed. The equations
derived are used to obtain the radii of curvature of the

vehicle path verSuS vehicle forward Speed during constant
acceleration or braking in turns. The vehicle turning behav
ior is also described by a characteristic line representing the
lateral acceleration versus the longitudinal acceleration for a
circular turning maneuver. For example, FIGS. 5-7 of the
article reflect that for a given Steering wheel angle, increased

deceleration due to, for example, braking action (as reflected

More specifically, an apparatus for controlling vehicle
motion is provided which independently controls braking
torque in response to a Sensed actual yaw rate. In a preferred
embodiment, the apparatus for controlling motion includes
a means for measuring the actual yaw rate of the vehicle.
The apparatus also includes a means for determining a
desired yaw rate of the vehicle and for producing an output
Signal in response to a comparison of the desired yaw rate
with the actual yaw rate. The desired yaw rate is determined
on the basis of the vehicle's Steering angle and Velocity.
Accordingly, a first Sensor means is provided for detecting
the Steering angle at which the vehicle is turning, and a
Second Sensor means is provided for detecting vehicle Speed.
The Second Sensor means includes a plurality of wheel Speed
Sensors for detecting the Speed of rotation of each vehicle
wheel independently So that an accurate indication of
vehicle Speed can be obtained from the average of the wheel
Speed Sensor outputs.
The output signal produced in response to the comparison
of a desired yaw rate with an actual yaw rate is applied to a
braking control means. Based on this output Signal, the
braking control means maintains the handling characteristics

of the vehicle neutral (i.e., prevents oversteer or understeer)

45

wheels located on the inside of the curve in the vehicle's

path to the wheels located on the outside of the curve in the
vehicle's path. It is this lateral load shift which urges the
vehicle out of its current path as defined by an existing

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to
overcome the deficiencies of the prior art by providing a
novel apparatus and method for improving vehicle Stability.

55
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or, at the most, permits only negligible understeer to occur
during a maneuver Such as cornering.
More specifically, if there is a discrepancy between the
measured yaw rate and the desired yaw rate, the existence of
lateral forces which could detrimentally influence vehicle
motion is indicated. If the measured yaw rate is determined
to be less than the desired yaw rate, the brake controlling
means will increase the brake force applied to the vehicle's
wheels which face the inside of a curve in a vehicle's path
and/or decrease the brake force applied to the vehicle's
wheels which face the outside of the curve. On the other

hand, if the measured yaw rate is greater than the desired
yaw rate, the brake controlling means will decrease the
brake force applied to the inside wheels of the vehicle and/or
increase the brake force applied to the outside wheels.
However, if the output Signal indicates that the actual yaw
rate and the desired yaw rate are equal, then no action is
taken.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

65

Other objects and advantages will become apparent from
the following detailed description of preferred embodiments
of the invention as described in conjunction with the accom

US RE37,522 E
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FIG. 1 can also be adapted to incorporate a known propor
tioning valve So that longitudinal forces which may affect
vehicle Stability will simultaneously be compensated.
A more specific discussion of the operation of the FIG. 1
apparatus will now be provided in conjunction with the flow

3
panying drawings wherein like reference numerals are
applied to like elements and wherein:
FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of one embodiment of
a brake controlling System for Stabilizing motion in a motor
vehicle;

chart of FIG. 2. The controller 4 of FIG. 1 receives the actual

FIG. 2 shows a flow chart for the system shown in FIG.
1;

FIG. 3 shows a second embodiment of a brake controlling
System for Stabilizing motion in a motor vehicle;
FIG. 4 shows a diagram of the forces used to calculate the
yaw/rate from the sensors used in FIG. 3; and,
FIG. 5 shows a flow chart for the system shown in FIG.
3.
15

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a preferred embodi
ment of a brake controlling System for Stabilizing vehicle
motion according to the present invention. The FIG. 1
apparatus includes a means for measuring an actual yaw rate
of a vehicle which includes a yaw rate gyro 2. The yaw rate
gyro is arranged on or near the center of gravity of the motor
vehicle body and is responsive to the influence of destabi
lizing forces on the vehicle.
The FIG. 1 apparatus also includes a means for determin
ing a desired yaw rate of the vehicle and for producing an
output signal in response to a comparison of the desired yaw
rate and the actual yaw rate. The means for determining a
desired yaw rate includes a controller 4 which responds to
input signals from a first Sensor means for detecting a
Steering angle of the vehicle and a Second Sensor means for
detecting vehicle Speed. The first Sensor means includes a
Steering angle Sensor 6 associated with a vehicle Steering
wheel 8. The second sensor means includes the wheel speed

tion:
Ozdes

L -- K 9.

25

m/s); and, K, corresponds to the understeer coefficient,

(i.e., stability factor), of the vehicle. These constants provide
the linear gain depicted in the box entitled "yaw rate gain
of FIG. 2. In order to maintain neutral handling character

istics of the vehicle, (i.e., avoid an oversteer or an understeer
condition while cornering), or at the least, limit the handling
characteristics to a negligible understeer, K. Should be
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chosen to be within the range of 0 to 1 degree.
The desired yaw rate is periodically updated by the
controller at a rate defined by the controller's clock. The
updated desired yaw rate is then compared with a current
measure of the actual yaw rate in the controller 4 So that
vehicle stability will be maintained during vehicle motion.
During the comparison, if the measured yaw rate does not
equal the desired yaw rate, the controller 4 outputs signals
via the lines 40, 42, 44 and 46 to the brake fluid pressure
modulators 52, 54, 56 and 58 of FIG. 1, respectively. The
brake fluid pressure modulators in turn modify the brake
fluid pressure in each of the lines 64, 66, 68 and 70,
respectively. If however, the measured yaw rate is equal to
the desired yaw rate, no action is taken. Accordingly, the
controller 4 is placed in a “hold” status as indicated in FIG.
2 so that the brake fluid pressure modulators 52, 54, 56 and
58 will maintain the current stabilized state of the vehicle.

More Specifically, if the measured yaw rate is less than the
desired yaw rate while the vehicle is, for example, under
going a cornering maneuver, the controller 4 will signal the
brake fluid pressure modulators to increase the braking force
applied by brake actuators to the wheels located on the
inside of the curve in the vehicle's path of travel and/or to
decrease the braking force applied by brake actuators to the
wheels located on the outside of the curve as shown in FIG.

60

action of brake actuators in known fashion at each of the

wheels 20, 22, 24, and 26, respectively.
Based on the result of the comparison performed within
the controller 4, the brake fluid pressure in each of the brake
fluid lines 64, 66, 68 and 70 is adjusted to maintain vehicle
Stability despite the occurrence of lateral forces during, for
example, vehicle cornering. The brake controlling System of

wherein L corresponds to the wheelbase of the vehicle; g,

corresponds to the acceleration due to gravity, (i.e., 9.8

An increase or decrease in each of the brake fluid lines 64,

66, 68 and 70 will in turn increase or decrease the braking

(1)

V

V2

sensors 12, 14, 16 and 18 which are associated with the

individual wheels 20, 22, 24 and 26, respectively. The
Steering angle Sensor 6 provides an input Signal to the
controller 4 via the line 10, which is indicative of a turning
angle of the vehicle. The wheel speed sensors 12, 14, 16 and
18 provide the controller 4 with an indication of the indi
vidual wheel speed for each of the wheels 20, 22, 24 and 26,
via the lines 30, 32, 34 and 36, respectively.
The controller 4 also receives the measured yaw rate from
the yaw rate gyro 2 via the line 38 so that it can then produce
an output Signal in response to a comparison of the desired
yaw rate with the actual yaw rate. The output Signal is
Supplied as an input to a brake controlling means via the
output lines 40, 42, 44 and 46 of the controller 4.
Referring to FIG. 1, the brake controlling means includes
a brake master cylinder 48 which is associated with a
manually operated brake pedal 50. The brake master cylin
der in turn controls four brake fluid pressure modulators 52,
54, 56 and 58 via the lines 60 and 62, in response to
depression of the brake pedal. The brake fluid pressure
modulators increase or decrease the brake fluid preSSure in
each of the brake fluid lines 64, 66, 68 and 70, respectively.

yaw rate from the yaw rate gyro 2 as mentioned above. In
order to perform the aforementioned comparison of the
actual yaw rate with the desired yaw rate, the controller 4
must first determine the desired yaw rate. Accordingly, the
controller 4 receives an individual wheel Speed signal from
each of the wheel speed sensors 12, 14, 16 and 18, and
calculates the vehicle Speed, designated V, from the average
of the values received as shown in FIG. 2. Using the
calculated vehicle speed V in conjunction with the vehicle
Steering angle, designated ö as received from the Steering
angle Sensor 6, the controller 4 calculates a desired yaw rate
designated S2Zdes in accordance with the following equa

65

2. Referring to the FIG. 1 apparatus, if, for example, the
wheels 24 and 26 are on the inside of a curve being travelled
by the vehicle, the controller 4 would signal the brake fluid
pressure modulators 56 and 58 to increase the braking force
applied to the wheels 24 and 26 via the lines 68 and 70,
and/or signal the brake fluid pressure modulators 52 and 54
to decrease the braking force applied to the wheels 20 and
22 via the lines 64 and 66. This relative adjustment between
the braking force applied to the wheels on one Side of the

US RE37,522 E
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S
vehicle Versus the braking force applied to the wheels on the
other side of the vehicle would be made in proportion to the
magnitude of the difference between the measured yaw rate
and the desired yaw rate, and would continue until these
latter two values were once again equal. AS can be seen from
the above discussion, the relative braking force applied to
the wheels 20, 22, 24 and 26 in order to maintain vehicle
Stability, can be achieved Solely by compensating the brak
ing force applied to either Side of the vehicle or alternatively,
can be achieved by Simultaneously compensating the brak
ing force applied to both Sides of the vehicle.
If the measured yaw rate is determined by the controller
4 to be greater than the desired yaw rate as shown in FIG.
2, the controller 4 would signal the brake fluid pressure
modulators 52, 54, 56 and 58 of FIG. 1 to decrease the

braking force applied by brake actuators to the wheels on the
inside of the curve in the vehicle's path of travel and/or to
increase the braking force applied by brake actuators to the

rear end of the vehicle; and, L' is a value corresponding to
the distance between the Side-direction G Sensors.

The above equation for measuring the actual yaw rate is
obtained by noting the existence of the following conditions
in the FIG. 4 diagram:
(3)
(4)

wherein a is the distance between the position of the
sidedirection G sensor 72 located at the front end of the

motor vehicle body and the vehicle body's center of gravity;

V, is the velocity component of the vehicle in a direction
15

side-direction G sensor 74 located at the rear end of the

motor vehicle body and the vehicle body's center of gravity.

wheels on the outside of the curve. In the aforementioned

example, the controller 4 would thus signal the brake fluid
pressure modulators 56 and 58 to decrease the braking force
applied to the wheels 24 and 26, and/or signal the brake fluid
pressure modulators 52 and 54 to increase the braking force
applied to the wheels 20 and 22. As noted previously, the
relative braking force needed to obtain stabilized vehicle
motion, could thus be obtained Solely by compensating the
braking force applied to the wheels on either side of the
vehicle or alternatively, could be obtained by simultaneously
compensating the braking force applied to the wheels on

Equations (3) and (4) can be solved simultaneously to

provide the following equation:
V-V,-(a+b) 2zmeas.

create an oversteer or an understeer condition. In addition,

by including a known proportioning valve into the FIG. 1
brake controlling System as noted previously, longitudinal
load forces affecting vehicle Stability could be compensated
Simultaneously So that complete lateral and longitudinal
stabilization would be obtained during vehicle motion.
Referring now to FIG. 3, a second embodiment of the
present invention is shown wherein like elements with
respect to FIG. 1 are assigned like numerals. In FIG. 3, the
Single yaw rate gyro of FIG. 1 is replaced with two Side
direction G sensors, 72 and 74, for sensing G forces on the
vehicle. AS opposed to being placed on or near the vehicle
body's center of gravity, the two side-direction GSensors are
placed at the center of gravity of each of the front and rear
ends of the motor vehicle body, respectively.
The actual yaw rate in the FIG.3 embodiment is measured
in accordance with the diagram shown in FIG. 4 as follows:
OZmeas = vf - V,

(5)

Rearranging this equation, the above-noted equation (2) can
25

be obtained as follows:
OZmeas = Vf - V,
a +b

both sides of the vehicle.

By the above-described brake controlling system, vehicle
motion can be Stabilized against the influence of lateral load
changes. Because the output Signals from the controller 4 are
applied to the brake fluid pressure modulators in response to
yaw rate feedback independently of the brake master
cylinder, vehicle Stability can be maintained even when
there is no brake pedal input. For example, during accelera
tion while in a cornering maneuver, the controller 4 would
compensate for any lateral forces which might otherwise

perpendicular to a travelling direction of the vehicle, and at
the position of the centerf gravity of the motor vehicle body;
and, wherein b is the distance between the position of the

35

Vf - V,
L

The operation of the FIG. 3 embodiment will now be
discussed more Specifically in conjunction with the flow
chart of FIG. 5. For the most part, the operation of the FIG.
3 embodiment can be seen to correspond to that of FIG. 1
with the exception that the controller 4 of FIG. 3 receives
two inputs from the side-direction G sensors, 72 and 74. As

shown in FIG. 5, these inputs are used to calculate V, and v,

as discussed above. Using the equation (2) above, the actual

40
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yaw rate is then determined by the controller 4 and com
pared with the desired yaw rate as discussed previously.
As shown in FIG. 5, when the measured yaw rate is
determined to be less than the desired yaw rate while the
vehicle is undergoing, for example, a cornering maneuver,
the controller 4 will signal the brake fluid pressure modu
lators to increase the braking force applied by brake actua
tors to the wheels located on the inside of the curve in the

vehicle's path and/or to decrease the braking force applied
by brake actuators to the wheels located on the outside of the
curve. If the measured yaw rate is determined by the
controller 4 to be greater than the desired yaw rate, then the
controller 4 would signal the brake fluid preSSure modulators
to decrease the braking force applied by brake actuators to
the wheels located on the inside of the curve in the vehicle's

path of travel and/or to increase the braking force applied by
brake actuators to the wheels located on the outside of the
55

(2)

curve. If the measured yaw rate and the desired yaw rate are
equal, the braking force actuators are not compensated by an
output from the controller 4.
In both the FIG. 1 and FIG. 3 embodiments discussed

above, it should be noted that because the rear wheels of a
60

wherein V, is the velocity component of the vehicle in a
direction perpendicular to the travelling direction of the
vehicle, and at the position of the side-direction G sensor 72
located at the front end of the vehicle as shown in FIG. 4;

V, is the Velocity component of the vehicle in a direction
perpendicular to the traveling direction of the vehicle, and at
the position of the side direction G sensor 74 located at the

65

vehicle are generally not used for Steering, the brake fluid
preSSure modulators arranged in the rear brake fluid lines
could be eliminated with only minimal effect on the lateral
stability of the vehicle.
It will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art
that the present invention can be embodied in other specific
forms without departing from the Spirit or essential charac
teristics thereof. The presently disclosed embodiments are

US RE37,522 E
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therefore considered in all respects to be illustrative and not
restrictive. The scope of the invention is indicated by the
appended claims rather than the foregoing description, and
all changes that come within the meaning and range of
equivalents thereof are intended to be embraced therein.
What is claimed is:
1. An apparatus for controlling a vehicle having a plu
rality of wheels and a brake pedal, comprising:
means responsive to the influence of destabilizing forces
on a vehicle for measuring an actual yaw rate of Said
vehicle;

means for determining a dynamically variable target yaw
rate of Said vehicle and for producing an output Signal
in response to a comparison of Said target yaw rate and
Said actual yaw rate; and
brake controlling means, responsive to Said output Signal,
for maintaining stability of the vehicle when said
vehicle is in motion to control a braking force applied
to at least One of Said plurality of wheels in the absence
of brake pedal input, Said brake controlling means
including brake fluid pressure modulator means which
responds to Said Output Signal to modulate a braking
force applied to at least One wheel On One Side of Said
vehicle differently relative to a braking force applied to
at leaSt One wheel On an opposite Side of Said vehicle.
2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein Said means for

8

1O

15

of Said vehicle.

13. The method of claim 11 10, wherein said step of

controlling includes simultaneously modulating the braking
force on both Said one side of Said vehicle and Said opposite
side of said vehicle.
25

Sensor means for detecting a steering angle of Said vehicle;
and,

35

5. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein Said means for
measuring Said actual yaw rate of Said vehicle includes a pair
40

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said brake control

ling means includes a brake fluid pressure modulator means
which responds to Said output Signal to modulate a braking
force applied to wheels on one Side of Said vehicle relative
to a braking force applied to wheels on an opposite Side of
Said vehicle, So as to counteract any influence of lateral

45

forces.
7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein Said braking force
applied to Said wheels on one side of Said vehicle relative to
Said braking force applied to Said wheels on Said opposite

50

side of said vehicle is modulated in the absence of brake

pedal input to said vehicle.
8. The apparatus of claim 61, wherein said brake fluid

preSSure modulator means counteracts any influence of
lateral forces by only modulating a braking force applied to

55

wheels on one side of Said vehicle.

9. The apparatus of claim 61, wherein said brake fluid

preSSure modulator means counteracts any influence of
lateral forces by increasing the braking force applied to Said
one Side of Said vehicle while Simultaneously decreasing the
braking force applied to Said opposite Side of Said vehicle.
10. A method for controlling vehicle motion of a vehicle
in which the vehicle has a plurality of wheels and a brake
pedal, comprising the Steps of
detecting an actual yaw rate of a vehicle;
determining a dynamically variable target yaw rate of Said
vehicle;

14. An apparatus for controlling vehicle motion of a
vehicle in which the vehicle has a plurality of wheels and a
brake pedal, comprising:
means for measuring an actual yaw rate of a vehicle;
means for determining a dynamically variable target yaw
rate of Said vehicle;

yaW rate gyro.
of Side-direction G Sensors.

an opposite side of said vehicle.
12. The method of claim 11 10, wherein said step of

controlling includes only modulating the braking force on
either said one side of Said vehicle or on Said opposite side

determining the desired target yaw rate includes a first

a Second Sensor means for detecting vehicle Speed.
3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein Said vehicle includes
a plurality of wheels, and Said Second Sensor means includes
a wheel speed Sensor for detecting the speed of rotation of
each of Said plurality of wheels.
4. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein Said means for
measuring Said actual yaw rate of Said vehicle includes a

comparing Said actual yaw rate with Said target yaw rate
to produce an output Signal; and
maintaining vehicle Stability in response to Said output
Signal during an influence of lateral forces on Said
vehicle by controlling a braking force applied to at
least One of Said plurality of wheels in the absence of
brake pedal input SO as to modulate a braking force
applied to at least One wheel on One Side of said vehicle
differently relative to a braking force applied to at least
One wheel On an opposite Side of Said vehicle.
11. The method of claim 10, wherein said step of
maintaining includes the Step of
controlling brake fluid pressure So as to modulate a
braking force applied to wheels on one Side of Said
Vehicle relative to a braking force applied to wheels on
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means responsive to Said measuring means and Said
determining means for producing an output signal in
response to a comparison of Said target yaw rate and
Said actual yaw rate; and
brake controlling means, responsive to Said output Signal,
for maintaining vehicle Stability at least partially in
response to Said output Signal to control a braking force
applied to at least One of Said plurality of wheels in the
absence of brake pedal input, said brake controlling
means including brake fluid pressure modulator means
which responds to Said Output Signal to modulate a
braking force applied to at least One wheel on One Side
of Said vehicle differently relative to a braking force
applied to at leaSt One wheel On an opposite Side of Said
vehicle.

15. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said means for
determining a dynamically variable target yaw rate of Said
vehicle determines the dynamically variable target yaw rate
of Said vehicle using utilizing an underSteer coefficient
greater than zero.
16. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein Said brake con
trolling means applies a braking force to Only at least One of
the wheels located on an Outside of a curved path of travel
of the vehicle when it is determined that the vehicle is in an
OverSteer condition in response to Said comparison of Said
target yaw rate and Said actual yaw rate.
17. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein Said brake con
trolling means applies a braking force to at leaSt One of the
wheels located on an inside of a curved path of travel of the
vehicle when it is determined that the vehicle is in an

underSteer condition in response to Said comparison of Said
target yaw rate and Said actual yaw rate.
18. The method of claim 10, wherein the dynamically
variable target yaw rate of Said vehicle is determined
utilizing an underSteer coefficient greater than zero.
19. The method of claim 10, wherein when Said brake
force is controlled by applying a braking force to Only at
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least One of the wheels located on an outside of a curved
path of travel of the vehicle when it is determined that the
vehicle is in an oversteer condition in response to Said
comparison of Said target yaw rate and Said actual yaw rate.
20. The method of claim 10, wherein Said brake force is
controlled by applying a braking force to at least One of the
wheels located on an inside of a curved path of travel of the
vehicle when it is determined that the vehicle is in an
underSteer condition in response to Said comparison of Said
target yaw rate and Said actual yaw rate.
21. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein Said means for
determining a dynamically variable target yaw rate of Said
vehicle determines the dynamically variable target yaw rate
of Said vehicle using utilizing an underSteer coefficient
greater than zero.
22. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein Said brake con
trolling means applies a braking force to Only at leaSt One of
the wheels located on an Outside of a curved path of travel
of the vehicle when it is determined that the vehicle is in an
OverSteer condition in response to Said comparison of Said
target yaw rate and Said actual yaw rate.
23. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein Said brake con
trolling means applies a braking force to at least One of the
wheels located on an inside of a curved path of travel of the

brake controlling means, responsive to Said Output Signal,
for maintaining vehicle Stability at least partially in
response to Said Output Signal by controlling a braking
force applied to at least One of Said plurality of wheels
during acceleration of Said vehicle and while Said
vehicle is cornering, said brake controlling means
including brake fluid pressure modulator means which
responds to Said Output Signal to modulate a braking
force applied to at leaSt One wheel On One Side of Said
vehicle differently relative to a braking force applied to
at leaSt One wheel On an opposite Side of Said vehicle.
28. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein Said brake con
trolling means applies a braking force to at leaSt One of the
wheels located on an Outside of a curved path of travel of the
vehicle whenever Said actual yaw rate is greater than Said

vehicle when it is determined that the vehicle is in an

underSteer condition in response to Said comparison of Said
target yaw rate and Said actual yaw rate.
24. An apparatus for controlling a vehicle having a
plurality of wheels, comprising:
means responsive to the influence of destabilizing forces
On a vehicle for measuring an actual yaw rate of Said
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target yaw rate.

29. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein Said brake con
trolling means applies a braking force to at leaSt One of the
wheels located on an inside of a curved path of travel of the
vehicle when Said actual yaw rate is less than Said target
yaw rate.
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vehicle,

vehicle,

means for determining a dynamically variable target yaw
rate of Said vehicle and for producing an Output Signal
in response to a comparison of Said target yaw rate and
Said actual yaw rate, and
brake controlling means, responsive to Said Output Signal,
for maintaining Stability of the vehicle when Said
vehicle is in motion by controlling a braking force
applied to at least One of Said plurality of wheels during
acceleration of Said vehicle and while Said vehicle is
cornering, Said brake controlling means including
brake fluid pressure modulator means which responds
to Said Output Signal to modulate a braking force
applied to at least One wheel on One Side of Said vehicle
differently relative to a braking force applied to at least
One wheel On an Opposite Side of Said vehicle.
25. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein Said brake con
trolling means applies a braking force to at least One of the
wheels located on an Outside of a curved path of travel of the
vehicle when Said actual yaw rate is greater than Said target
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yaw rate.

26. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein Said brake con
trolling means applies a braking force to at least One of the
wheels located on an inside of a curved path of travel of the
vehicle when Said actual yaw rate is less than Said target
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yaw rate.

27. An apparatus for controlling vehicle motion of a
vehicle in which the vehicle has a plurality of wheels,
comprising:
means for measuring an actual yaw rate of a vehicle,
means for determining a dynamically variable target yaw
rate of Said vehicle;
means responsive to Said measuring means and Said
determining means for producing an Output Signal in
response to a comparison of Said target yaw rate and
Said actual yaw rate, and

30. An apparatus for controlling a vehicle having a
plurality of wheels and a brake pedal, comprising:
means responsive to the influence of destabilizing forces
On a vehicle for measuring an actual yaw rate of Said
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means for determining a dynamically variable target yaw
rate of Said vehicle and for producing an Output Signal
in response to a comparison of Said target yaw rate and
Said actual yaw rate, and
brake controlling means, responsive to Said Output Signal,
for maintaining Stability of the vehicle when Said
vehicle is in motion by controlling a braking force
applied to at least One of Said plurality of wheels, Said
brake controlling means including a brake fluid pres
Sure modulator means which responds to Said Output
Signal to modulate a braking force applied to wheels On
One Side of said vehicle differently relative to a braking
force applied to wheels On an opposite Side of Said
vehicle, SO as to counteract any influence of lateral
forces, said braking force applied to said wheels on One
Side of Said vehicle relative to Said braking force
applied to Said wheels On Said opposite Side of Said
vehicle being modulated in the absence of brake pedal
input to Said vehicle.
31. An apparatus for controlling a vehicle having a
plurality of wheels and a brake pedal, comprising:
means responsive to the influence of destabilizing forces
On a vehicle for measuring an actual yaw rate of Said
vehicle,

means for determining a dynamically variable target yaw
rate of Said vehicle and for producing an Output Signal
in response to a comparison of Said target yaw rate and
Said actual yaw rate, and
brake controlling means, responsive to Said Output Signal,
for maintaining Stability of the vehicle when Said
vehicle is in motion by controlling a braking force
applied to at least One of Said plurality of wheels, Said
brake controlling means including a brake fluid pres
Sure modulator means which responds to Said Output
Signal to modulate a braking force applied to at least
One wheel On One Side of Said vehicle differently relative
to a braking force applied to at leaSt One wheel On an
opposite Side of Said vehicle, SO as to counteract any
influence of lateral forces, said brake fluid pressure
modulator means counteracting any influence of lateral
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forces by increasing the braking force applied to Said at
least One wheel On Said One side of Said vehicle while
Simultaneously decreasing the braking force applied to
Said at least One wheel On Said opposite Side of Said
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means for determining a dynamically variable target yaw
rate of Said vehicle and for producing an Output Signal
in response to a comparison of Said target yaw rate and
Said actual yaw rate, and
brake controlling means, responsive to Said Output Signal,
for maintaining Stability of the vehicle when Said
vehicle is in motion by decreasing a braking force
applied to Only One or both of Said plurality of wheels
located on an inside of a curved path of travel of the
vehicle when Said actual yaw rate is greater than Said

vehicle.

32. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein Said pressure
modulator means modulates the braking force applied to the
wheels on One side of Said vehicle relative to the braking
force applied to the wheels On an opposite Side of Said
vehicle.

33. An apparatus for controlling a vehicle having a
plurality of wheels, comprising:
means responsive to the influence of destabilizing forces
On a vehicle for measuring an actual yaw rate of Said
vehicle,

means for determining a dynamically variable target yaw
rate of Said vehicle and for producing an Output Signal
in response to a comparison of Said target yaw rate and
Said actual yaw rate, and
brake controlling means, responsive to Said Output Signal,
for maintaining Stability of the vehicle when Said
vehicle is in motion by controlling a braking force
applied to at least One of Said plurality of wheels to
increase a braking force applied to at leaSt One of Said
plurality of wheels located on an Outside of a curved
path of travel of the vehicle to compensate for an

target yaw rate.
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vehicle,
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OverSteer condition when it is determined that the

vehicle is in Said oversteer condition in response to Said
comparison of Said target yaw rate and Said actual yaw
rtite.

34. The apparatus of claim 33, wherein Said brake con
trolling means increases a braking force applied to Only at
least One of Said plurality of wheels that is located on the
Outside of the curved path of travel when Said actual yaw
rate is greater than Said target yaw rate.
35. An apparatus for controlling a vehicle having a
plurality of wheels, comprising:
means responsive to the influence of destabilizing forces
On a vehicle for measuring an actual yaw rate of Said
vehicle,

36. The apparatus of claim 35, wherein Said at least One
of Said plurality of wheels include front and rear wheels
located On the inside of the curved path of the vehicle.
37. An apparatus for controlling a vehicle having a
plurality of wheels and a brake pedal comprising:
means responsive to the influence of destabilizing forces
On a vehicle for measuring an actual yaw rate of Said
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means for determining a dynamically variable target yaw
rate of Said vehicle and for producing an Output Signal
in response to a comparison of Said target yaw rate and
Said actual yaw rate, respectively, and
brake controlling means, responsive to Said Output Signal,
for maintaining Stability of the vehicle when Said
vehicle is in motion by controlling a braking force
applied to at least One of Said plurality of wheels in the
absence of brake pedal input, said brake controlling
means increasing the braking force applied to a first
wheel of Said plurality of wheels when it is determined
that the vehicle is in an oversteer condition in response
to Said comparison of Said target yaw rate and Said
actual yaw rate and increasing the braking force
applied to a second wheel of Said plurality of wheels
different from Said first wheel when it is determined that
the vehicle is in an understeer condition in response to
Said comparison of Said target yaw rate and Said actual
yaw rate.

